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ABSTRACT  

Missing data can frequently occur in a longitudinal data analysis, where repeated 

measurements are taken over time. Unfortunately, missing data can lead to large 

standard errors in parameter estimates because nonresponse is compounded 

across times of data collection to produce small longitudinal sample sizes.  Also, the 

problems of survey nonresponse (i.e., reduction in statistical power and threat of 

parameter bias) are a particularly salient challenge for longitudinal 

researchers.Thus, the main goal of this paper is to introduce a new idea that 

describes simultaneously the association structure (A) with the marginal 

distributions (M) of the responses for longitudinal data in the presence of missing 

data (MS), through a composite link. This new idea (AM-MS) is of great 
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importance where it is applicable for large and sparse tables. In addition, it can 

also be used for fitting log linear models to contingency tables with missing data 

(MS) and fitting models with various assumptions about the missing data 

mechanisms either MCAR, MAR or NMAR. A simulation study will be performed to 

apply this new idea, under various situations including (missing mechanisms, 

missing rates and five methods for handling missing data). The goodness-of-fit test 

statistics and the number of adjusted residuals greater than 2 are used as 

evaluation criteria.  

Keywords: Association model (A) - Marginal model (M) - Simultaneous AM 

model - Missing data (MS) - Ordinal data - Composite link function - Generalized 

linear models (GLM) – CC - mode imputation – LOCF – KNNI – MI - 

Longitudinal studies.  

-  

Nakai et al. (2014) and Nooraee et al. (  indicated that longitudinal studies 

are an important source of information in health sciences and other areas but 
often have the problem of missing data. Missing values in longitudinal studies 
occur when not all of the planned measurements of a subject outcome vector are 
actually observed. Thus, in analyzing data from clinical trials and longitudinal 
studies, missing data may appear. Missing data could introduce bias and lead to 
erroneous statistical inferences. Thus, whenever there are missing data, there is 
loss of information, which causes a reduction in efficiency, decrease statistical 
power and a drop in the precision in statistical inference. So, missing data should 
not be ignored and should be handled. 

Lang & Agresti (1994) indicated that the analysis of complete longitudinal 
multivariate categorical response data is very common and useful in a variety      
of applications, especially for social studies. The longitudinal multivariate 
categorical  responses are obtained from repeated measurements taken on 
subjects over time or occasions.These responses are often inevitably interrelated 
and the purpose of their modeling is to describe the association structure 
(changes at the individual level from one point to another) among these 
responses and also to know the behavior of their marginal distributions (changes 
within the year for different individuals).The Generalized Linear Models (GLM) 
are usually used for this analysis. Most of these models allow the researchers to 
model the association structure among these responses or to model their 
marginal distributions separately. 

Lang et al. (1997) modeled simultaneously the association structure (A) with the 
marginal distributions (M) of the responses using a composite link function.  
This composite link lies between the two models of the log linear model that 
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describes the association structure between the variables and the logistic 
regression model that describes the marginal distributions of the responses.The 
model derived from these two models is known as the simultaneous Association 
Marginal (AM) model which contains a composite link function that consists of 
the log and the logit links. This AM model provides improved model parsimony, 
one also obtains a single test that summarizes goodness of fit and a single set of 
fitted values and residuals. Also, estimators of the simultaneous AM model 
parameters are more efficient than with separate fitting process procedures. 

Lang and Agresti (1994);  Lang et al, (1997) and Lang and Eliason, (1997) are the 
researchers whom introduced the AM model, conditioned that all the data 
should be observed without any missing values, but missing data (MS) are often 
a problem for multivariate longitudinal response data.  

Missing data is vital subject to perform a proper longitudinal analysis. Some 
researchers ignore and discard all missing data to have complete dataset. 
However, it can result in a very substantial loss of information. Thus, this paper 
will introduce the new idea (AM-MS) that can be used to simultaneously 
describe the association structure (A) with the marginal distributions (M) of the 
responses in the presence of missing data (MS). 

-  

-  

Rubin, (1976) defined a clear classification of missingness that has become the 
standard for any discussion of this topic. Rubin classified missing data 
mechanisms into three different types: 

- -  

MCAR data are missing due to a completely random process. Suppose variable Y 
has some missing values. We will say that these values are MCAR if the 
probability of missing data on Y is unrelated to the value of Y itself or to the 
values of any other variable in the data set (Allison, 2002 & Bori, 2013). 

The MCAR assumption is defined as: 

                    P (Y missing |Y, X) = P(Y missing). 

This assumption states that missingness is not related to any factor, known or 
unknown in the study, (i.e. missingness is unrelated to the data). 

- -  

It is a weaker assumption than MCAR. This assumption states that: 
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                     P(Y missing |Y, X) = P(Y missing |X)  

Horton and Kleinman, (2007) described MAR mechanism and stated that the 
missingness depends only on observed quantities, which may include outcomes 
and predictors. Thus, the missing value of the variable of interest does not 
depend on the variable of interest but conditionally depends on other observed 
variables values.  

- -  

This is the case in which the probability of missingness for the variable of interest 
depends upon the value of that variable itself. For example; there is a high rate of 
missing data on an item asking about participants annual income. It may be the 
case that participants with high rates of income are more likely to omit this item 
because they are uncomfortable with others knowing their income. The student 
may have a missing value from any grade of his grades when filling a survey 
because he does not want to tell his bad grade to anyone. 

-  

Bori, (2013) & Rithy, (2016) indicated that the development of imputation 
methods for handling and analyzing data with missing values has been an active 
area of research. Hence, missing data must be examined carefully and the proper 
imputation method should be used. This paper focused on the comparison 
among five selected imputation methods according to the nature of longitudinal 
ordinal data, these methods are: Complete Case Analysis (CC), mode imputation, 
last observation carried forward (LOCF), K-nearest neighborhood imputation 
(KNNI) and finally multiple imputation (MI). 

- -  

This method deletes all cases with missing data and then performs statistical 
analyses on the remaining complete data set (which has a smaller sample size). 
Since all cases containing missing data have been removed, there is no missing 
data problem to handle. Therefore, all statistical methods can be used to analyze 
the smaller data set. 

Zhu, (2014); Nakai et al., (2014) & Al-Zahrani, (2018) indicated that one major 
advantage of this method is its ease of use. In fact, virtually all statistical programs 
inc-orporate this method as a default method because it accommodates any type 
of statistical analysis. The method may be preferred under the situation in which 
the sample size is large, the proportion of missing data is small, and the missing 
data mechanism is MCAR. For MCAR missing data, the method will yield 
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unbiased parameter estimates. (Nakai et al., 2014) indicated that this method 
works well when the data is MCAR, which rarely happens in reality. 

While the disadvantages of this approach are that it results in loss of information 
because a large part of the original sample is excluded and it could possibly lead 
to losing statistical power due to the reduction of the sample size. Also, complete 
case techniques decrease the efficiency such that the variation (i.e., the standard 
error) around the true estimate is too large.     

- -  

Baraldi & Enders, (2010) indicated that mode imputation method replaces 

missing values of a categorical variable by the mode of non-missing cases of 
that variable. Mode imputation is used when the missing mechanism is MCAR. 
It is one of the easiest ways in the case of categorical data is to fill in each missing 
value with the mode of observed values.This is a common practice; nonetheless, 
the major disadvantage of mode imputation is that it creates spikes in the 
distribution by concentrating all the imputed values in the mode.This is a single 
imputation method, since only one value is used to replace each missing 
observation.   

- -  

Al-Zahrani, (2018) indicated that LOCF method is considered as the simplest 
imputation approach and can only be applied under a longitudinal study with 
MCAR mechanism. In this method the missing values are replaced by the last 
observed value from that variable. The advantage of this method is easy to 
understand and popular for handling missing data. Also, unlike the listwise 
deletion method, the sample size does not change. While the disadvantage of this 
method is that, it can bias results and lead to either overestimation or 
underestimation of the parameter estimates. 

- - -  

Schlomer et al., (2010) indicated that KNN imputation method uses the 
Knearest neighbors approach to impute missing values. What KNN imputation 
does in simpler terms is as follows: For every observation to be imputed, it 
identifies K closest observations based on the euclidean distance and computes 
the weighted average (weighted based on distance) of these K observations. The 
advantage is that you could impute all the missing values in all variables with one 
call to the function. It takes the whole data frame as the argument and you don t 
even have to specify which variable you want to impute.  
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- -  

Rubin, (1987) was the first to propose multiple imputation to analyze incomplete 
data under the MAR mechanism. (Rithy, (2016) & Zhu, 2014) indicated that 
multiple imputation (MI) creates several iterations of imputed datasets and 
condenses all datasets into one. The idea of MI is to impute a missing value 
multiple times and hence generates multiple (m) data sets. Then, these imputed 
data sets are analyzed separately by standard procedures that are commonly used 
in analyzing complete data sets. Finally, the results of analyses are combined to 
get a final set of parameter estimates. 

Allison, (2002); Garg, (2013) and Kombo et al., (2017) indicated to the major 
advantage of MI is that it allows the use of complete-data methods for data 
analysis and incorporating random errors in the imputation process. In addition, 

MI increases the efficiency of the estimates through minimizing the standard 
errors, which are used for significance testing and/or construction of confidence 
intervals around these parameter estimates. Finally, the MI procedure provides 
accurate standard errors and therefore accurate inferential conclusions. So, the 
precision of parameter estimates and accuracy of standard errors make MI one of 
the best options for handling missing data under MAR mechanism. 

Deng et al., (2016) pointed out that MI needs more effort to create the multiple 
imputations, more time to run the analyses, and more computer storage space 
for the imputation-created data sets.  

- -  

In this subsection a new model (AM-MS) will be introduced that simultaneously 
describes the association structure (A) with the marginal distributions (M) of the 
responses when the data contain missing values (MS). This new model will 
combine the A model with the M model in the presence of MS through a 
composite link. The new model consists of the following three models:  

First: The association (A) model which is specified as a standard log linear model 
for the vector of expected counts m:   

                         A: 11log Xm =                                                                                       (1) 

where 1X  is a matrix of known constants and is assumed to be of full column 

rank 1P  and 1  is a 1P  x1 vector of parameters.  

Second: The marginal (M) model can be written as generalized log linear model,  
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                        M: 2222 log XmMC =                                                                           (2)                                                                     

where 2C , 2M  and 2X  are matrices of known constants. 2C  is of full row rank 
and since the analysis depends on the log linear models for expected counts, then 

2C  is the identity matrix.The elements of 2M  are non negative and consist of 

ones and zeros, such that mM 2  is a vector that can be partitioned as linear 

combinations of components of 1m ,linear combinations of components of 2m , 

and linear combinations of components of Km .The linear combinations of 
the expected cell counts of m  are within each covariate pattern   (inside the same 

pattern) not across different patterns. The matrix 2X  is of full column rank 2P  

and 2  is a 2P  x 1 vector of parameters.  

Third: The missing data (MS) model which is specified as a saturated log linear 
for  the vector of expected counts m: 

                     MS:  log mM 3 = 33X
                                                                              (3) 

where 3M
 is a matrix of 0's and 1's,  that tells which elements of the unobserved 

vector m are summed to result in an estimated observed frequency, 3X
 is a 

matrix of known constants and is assumed to be of full column rank 3P
 and 3  

is a 3P
 x1 vector of parameters.  

Thus, by combining the previous three models, the new multinomial and 
Poisson AM-MS are respectively: 

            AM-MS: XMmC =log , samp (m) = 0                                                    (4)      
and 

            AM-MS: XMmC =log                                                                                      (5) 

For the previous two models, ii CC 3

1==   is a  block  diagonal  matrix  with 1C ,

2C and 3C
as the blocks,  

M = ),,( 321 MMM 
, 

m
 = ( ),.....,, 21


Kmmm , ii XX 3

1==  is a 

block diagonal matrix with 1X  , 2X and 3X
 as the blocks, the symbol   is the 

direct sum operator, 


 = ),,( 321

 
 and samp( m ) = 0 denotes the multinomial 

identifiability constraints. For the case of K independent multinomial samples of 
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sizes ),.....,,( 21
= Knnnn , these constraints have the form 0=− nmZ , where 

the matrix 

Z = r

K

k 11=
 , r1  is an r - dimensional vector of one's and r  denotes the number 

of response profiles for each covariate pattern of K  identical components. These 

multinomial sampling constraint simply state that within one of the K  covariate 

patterns, say level k , the sum of expected counts ( km
) should be equal to kn

. 

Thus, by combining the AM model with the MS model the simultaneous AM 
models will be applicable for large and sparse tables with MS. Also, these 
simultaneous AM model with MS can be used in fitting log linear models to 
contingency tables with missing data (MS). Besides the previous advantages, this 
new model (AM-MS) can be used for fitting AM models with MS by assuming 
various assumptions about the missing data mechanisms (MCAR, MAR or 
NMAR) and different missing rates. Also, AM-MS can be used for comparing 
AM models after applying the different methods for handling MS to choose the 
best method for treating MS in the AM model in each missing mechanism with 
each missing rate.  

-  

To achieve the research's goal, a simulation study was performed to simulate four 
time points (responses) each with three levels (J = 3) using the SimCorMultRes 
package version 1.4.1 in R. Touloumis, (2016). & (2018). indicated that this 
package is the first R package that targets specifically on the generation of 
correlated binary, nominal or ordinal responses under marginal model 
specification. 

The rmul.clm function in the SimCorMultRes package was used to generate a 

longitudinal ordinal data itY
 (i=1,2, N, t=1, ,T) for i-th subject at t-th 

occasion. The simulation of the data was conducted according to a cumulative 
logit model: 

                                logit [ = )]( jYP j
+  x ,                                                        (6) 

where j
is the intercept for level j and  is the slope when using one explanatory 

variable, x. Here in this paper each response has J = 3 categories, then there will 

be 2 intercepts only ( j
= 0.5, 1.5) since models for cumulative probabilities do 

not use the final one, P (Y J), since it necessarily equals 1. In this model the 
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parameter  which is the slope (  = 1.5) describes the effect of X on the log odds 

of response in category j or below. In the model formula,  does not have a j 
subscript; this means that the model assumes an identical effect of X for all J-1 
logits. The intercepts and the slope are assumed to be constant through the 
simulation study. The correlation coefficient between the responses is a 
positive correlation coefficient with values of 0.2 or 0.6, to see the effect of low 
and high correlation between the responses. The total number of cases or 
subjects (N) simulated is 200 and there are 4 measurements (points in time) for 
each subject. Thus, there are here two scenarios for the complete data, either: 

 Scenario 1 (N = 200, J = 3 and or  
 Scenario 2 (N = 200, J = 3 and   

Then, missing data will be inserted and injected in each scenario using the three 
missing mechanisms (MCAR, MAR and NMAR). In addition, without loss of 
generality, the missing pattern was assumed to be arbitrary, where missingness 
can occur at any point in time and to any subject.The missing rate was assumed 
to be either low missing rate (10%) or high missing rate (50%) with MCAR and 
NMAR. Finally, the performance of five methods (that is, CC analysis, mode 
imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI) for handling MS in the AM model was 
compared based on three goodness-of-fit test statistics, and the number of 
adjusted residuals greater than 2 for each AM model. The three goodness-of-fit 
test statistics are: G2 which is the likelihood ratio statistic, which is Pearson's 
Score statistic, W2 which is the generalized Wald statistic. 

The goal of this paper is to select the appropriate missing data imputation 
method for handling MS then to estimate the AM model after handling the 
missing values, to choose the best method for handling MS and its effect on the 
AM model. Thus, the best method for handling MS in the AM model is the 
method which leads to an AM model with the smallest values of the test statistics 
and the smallest number of adjusted residuals greater than 2.  

Thus, the AM model will be estimated using the following cases; for each of 
MCAR and NMAR there will be 10 different cases: 2 (missing rates) ×5 
(methods for handling MS). While for MAR there will be only the 5 methods for 
handling MS. Here there will be 25 cases for each scenario; 10 for MCAR, 10 for 
NMAR and 5 for MAR. Therefore, there will be 50 different cases for both 
scenarios. 
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-  

This section reports the results of the simulation study comparing the effect of 
the methods CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI on handling MS in 
the AM model. 

-  

Table 1 and Table 2 show the simulation results of scenario 1 and scenario 2 
respectively, for estimating the AM model with MCAR missing mechanism and 
low (10%) missing rate using: CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI. 

Thus, after handling MS in the AM model and depending on the goodness-of-fit 
test statistics and the number of adjusted residuals greater than 2 as evaluation 
criteria, the best method for handling MS in scenario 1 (Table 1) is LOCF while 
the worst method for handling MS is KNNI. Also, the best method for handling 
MS in scenario 2 (Table 2) is also the LOCF while the worst method for handling 
MS in scenario 2 is KNNI method.  

Therefore, either with low or high correlation structure, the best method for 
handling MS in the AM model is LOCF, while the worst method is KNNI.  

Table 3 and Table 4 show the simulation results of scenario 1 and scenario 2 
respectively, for estimating the AM model with MCAR missing mechanism and 
high (50%) missing rate using: CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI. 

Thus, after handling MS in the AM model and depending on the goodness-of-fit 
test statistics and the number of adjusted residuals greater than 2 as evaluation 
criteria, the best method for handling MS in scenario 1 (Table 3) is mode 
imputation method, while the worst method for handling MS is MI. While for 
scenario 2 (Table 4), none of the methods lead to a significant AM model, where 
all the method leads to a non significant AM model. 

Table 1: Estimates of the AM model for Scenario 1with MCAR and  10% missing rate, using: 

CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 CC 
Mode 

imputation 
LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  
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Y32 -  -   -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score      

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score      

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score      

CUT1      

CUT2      

RESPY2    -   

RESPY3      

RESPY4 -    -  -  

 
G2 

 
 

 
W2 

 

 

(0.1454) 
 

(0.0765) 
 

(0.9998) 

 
 

 
 

 

(0.998) 

 

(0.42) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

(0.081) 
 

(0.060) 
 

(0.998) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

adj. resd. > 2      
 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a 

linear-by-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of 
the second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, 
is Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 
corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted 
residuals which are greater than 2 in each case.  
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Table 2:  Estimates of the AM model for Scenario 2 with MCAR and 10% missing rate, using:  

CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 CC 
Mode 

imputation 
LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  

Y32 -  -  -  -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score      

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score      

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score      

CUT1      

CUT2      

RESPY2 -    -  -  

RESPY3 -    -  -  

RESPY4 -    -   

 
G2 

 
 

 
 
 

W2 
 

 
 

( .8389) 
 

 
( 0.5985 ) 

 

 
 ( 1 ) 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  ( 0.2006 ) 

 
 

 

(0.823) 
 

(0.9788) 
 

 

 
 

 

(0.2148 ) 
 

(0.0723 ) 
 

 

 
 ( 0.9997 ) 

 
 

( 0.2945 ) 
 

 
( 0.243 ) 

 

 
( 0.9998 ) 

adj. resd. > 2      
 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a linear-

by-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 

2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of the 
second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, is 
Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 
corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted 
residuals which are greater than 2 in each case.  
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Table 3: Estimates of the AM model for Scenario1with MCAR and 50% missing rate, using:  

CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 CC 
Mode 

imputation 
LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  

Y32 -  -  -  -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score      

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score     -  

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score      

CUT1 -      

CUT2      

RESPY2  -     

RESPY3  -   -   

RESPY4 -  -    -  

 
G2 

 
 

 
 
 

W2 
 

 
( 0.99) 

 
 

 
( 0.02 ) 

 

 

 
( 0.9191 ) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
(  0.0029 ) 

 
 

(2.283e-05) 
 

 
( 0.9594 ) 

 
 

( 3.244e-05 ) 
 
 

 
( 4.777e-10 ) 

 

 
( 0.9734 ) 

 
 

(2.154e-14) 
 
 

 
(0) 

 

 
( 0.4612) 

adj. resd. > 2      
 

 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a 

linearby-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of 
the second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, 
is Pearson's Score statistic,  W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 

corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted 
residuals which are greater than 2 in each case.  
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Table 4: Estimates of the  AM model for Scenario2 with MCAR and  50% missing rate, using: 

CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 CC Mode 
imputation 

LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -------------- -  -  -  -  

Y12 -------------- -  -  -  -  

Y13 -------------- -  -  -  -  

Y22 --------------- -  -  -  -  

Y23 ---------------- -  -  -  -  

Y32 ----------------- -  -  -  -  

Y33 ----------------- -  -  -  -  

Y42 -------------- -  -  -  -  

Y43 -------------- -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score ----------------    -  

Y1score:Y3score ---------------     

Y1score:Y4score ----------------     

Y2score:Y3score ---------------     

Y2score:Y4score ----------------     

Y3score:Y4score --------------- -     

CUT1 --------------     

CUT2 ---------------     

RESPY2 ----------------     

RESPY3 ---------------  -   -  

RESPY4 ----------------   -  -  

 
G2 

 
 

 
W2 

 

 
------------------- 

 
------------------ 

 
------------------- 

 
 

 ( 0.0797 ) 
 

(1.431e-08) 
 

 
( 0.9078 ) 

 

(0.00415) 
 

(0.00343) 
 

 
( 0.9951 ) 

 
 

( 0.0256 ) 
 

(0.000258) 
 

 
 ( 0.9999 ) 

 

(3.535e-11 ) 
 

 
 

 
 ( 0.7978 ) 

adj. resd. > 2 ---------     

 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a 

linear-by-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of 
the second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, 
is Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 
corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted 
residuals which are greater than 2 in each case. 
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-  

Table 5 and Table 6 show the simulation results of scenario 1 and scenario 2 
respectively, for estimating the AM model with MAR missing mechanism using: 
CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI. 

Thus, after handling MS in the AM model and depending on the goodness-of-fit 
test statistics and the number of adjusted residuals greater than 2 as evaluation 
criteria, the best method for handling MS in scenario 1 (Table 5) is MI while the 
worst method for handling MS is KNNI. Also, the best method for handling MS 
in scenario 2 (Table 6) is also the MI while the worst method for handling MS in 
scenario 2 is KNNI method.  

Therefore, either with low (scenario 1) or high (scenario 2) correlation structure, 
the best method for handling MS in the AM model is MI, while the worst 
method is KNNI. 
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Table 5: Estimates of the AM model for Scenario1 with MAR mechanism using: CC, mode  

imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 
CC 

Mode 
imputation 

LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  

Y32 -  -  -  -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score   -    

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score      

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score  -     

CUT1      

CUT2      

RESPY2 -   -  -  -  

RESPY3      

RESPY4   -  -  -  

 
G2 

 

 
 
 

W2 
 

 
 ( 0.592 ) 

 

 
 ( 0.483 ) 

 
 

 

 
  ( 0.516 ) 

 

 
 ( 0.179 ) 

 

 
 ( 0.9996 ) 

 
( 0.249 ) 

 
 

( 0.229 ) 
 

 
( 0.9986 ) 

 
 ( 1.569e-06 ) 

 
 

 ( 5.551e-15 ) 
 

 
(  0.2541 ) 

 
(  0.293) 

 
 

 ( 0.247) 
  

 
 ( 0.999) 

adj. resd. > 2      
 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a linear-

by-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of the 
second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, is 
Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic,  (*) is the p-value corre-
sponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted residuals 
which are greater than 2 in each case.  
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Table 6: Estimates of the AM model for Scenario2 with MAR mechanism using: CC, mode  

imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 CC 
Mode 

imputation 
LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  

Y32 -  -  -  -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score   -    

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score      

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score -  -  -  -   

CUT1      

CUT2      

RESPY2 -   -  -  -  

RESPY3    -   

RESPY4   -  -   

 

G2 

 

 

 
 

W2 
 

 

 

( 0.5579) 
 

 

( 0.3277 ) 
 

 

 

 

(0.45) 
 

(0.135) 
 

 

 

(0.814) 
 

(0.6101) 
 

 

 

(0.02327) 
 

(6.996e-06) 
 

(0.8666) 

 

 

( 0.6177) 
 

 

( 0.6836 ) 
 

 

adj. resd. > 2      
 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a 

linear-by-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of 
the second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, 
is Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 
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corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted 
residuals which are greater than 2 in each case.  

-  

Table 7 and Table 8 show the simulation results of scenario 1 and scenario 2 
respectively, for estimating the AM model with NMAR missing mechanism and 
low (10%) missing rate using: CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI. 

Thus, after handling MS in the AM model and depending on the goodness-of-fit 
test statistics and the number of adjusted residuals greater than 2 as evaluation 
criteria, the best method for handling MS in scenario 1 (Table 7)  is LOCF while 
the worst methods for handling MS are KNNI and MI. Also, the best methods 
for handling MS in scenario 2 (Table 8) are the LOCF and MI while the worst 
method for handling MS in scenario 2 is KNNI method.  

Table 9 and Table 10 show the simulation results of scenario 1 and scenario 2 
respectively, for estimating the AM model with NMAR missing mechanism and 
high (50%) missing rate using: CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI. 

Thus, after handling MS in the AM model and depending on the goodness-of-fit 
test statistics and the number of adjusted residuals greater than 2 as evaluation 
criteria, the best method for handling MS in scenario 1 (Table 9) is mode 
imputation method, while the worst method for handling MS is KNNI. While 
for scenario 2 (Table 10), the best method for handling MS in scenario 2 is mode 
imputation method, while the worst method for handling MS is KNNI. 
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Table 7: Estimates of the AM model for Scenario1 with NMAR and 10% missing rate, using:  

CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 CC 
Mode 

imputation 
LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  

Y32 -  -  -  -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score      

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score      

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score      

CUT1      

CUT2      

RESPY2    -  -  

RESPY3    -  -  

RESPY4   -  -  -  

G2 
 

 
 

 
 
 

W2 
 

 
 (  0.1691 ) 

 
 

 ( 0.1038 ) 
 

 
 ( 0.9997 ) 

 
 (0.121) 

 

(0.1365 ) 
 

 
(  0.9997 ) 

 
 ( 0.254 ) 

 
 

 ( 0.2351 ) 
 

 
(  0.9992 ) 

 
 (0.0161) 

 
 

( 0.0372) 
 

 
 ( 0.9998 ) 

not Ho... 

 
( 0.01244 ) 

 

 
( 0.03323 ) 

 

 
( 0.9993 ) 

adj. resd. > 2      

 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a 

linearby-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of 
the second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, 
is Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 
corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted 
residuals which are greater than 2 in each case.  
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Table 8: Estimates of the AM model for Scenario2 with NMAR and 10% missing rate, using:  

CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 CC 
Mode 

imputation 
LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  

Y32 -  -  -  -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score     -  

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score      

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score     -  

CUT1      

CUT2      

RESPY2   -    

RESPY3   -    

RESPY4   -  -   

 
G2 

 
 

 
 
 

W2 
 

 
 

 (0.6517 ) 
 

 
(0.6509) 

 
 

 
 

 (0.132 ) 
 

 
  (0.08064 ) 

 

(0.9994 ) 

 
 

 (0.3473) 
 

 
(0.3173 ) 

 
 

( 0.9999 ) 

 
 

 ( 0.0508) 
 

 
 (0.00389) 

 
 

 ( 0.9956 ) 

 
 

 (0.3385) 
 

 
 ( 0.33 ) 

 
 

 ( 0.9999) 

adj. resd. > 2      
 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a 

linear-by-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of 
the second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, 
is Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 
corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted residuals 
which are greater than 2 in each case.  
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Table 9:  Estimates of the AM model for Scenario1 with NMAR and 50% missing rate, using:  

CC, mode imputation, LOCF, KNNI and MI: 

 CC 
Mode 

imputation 
LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  

Y32 -  -  -  -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score      

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score      

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score  -     

CUT1 -   -  -  -  

CUT2      

RESPY2    -   

RESPY3      

RESPY4  -   -  -  

 
G2 

 
 

 
W2 

 

 
 

( 0.5432 ) 
 

 
 ( 0.4433 ) 

 
 

 
 

( 0.06) 
 

 
( 0.08 ) 

 

(0.9993) 

 
 

 ( 0.0027) 
 

 
( 0.0221) 

 
 

( 0.996) 

 
 

 ( 2.143e-08 ) 
 

 
( 2.903e-09 ) 

 
 

( 0.832) 

 
 

 ( 0.00093 ) 
 

 
 ( 0.00029 ) 

 
 

 (  0.8516 ) 

adj. resd. > 2      
 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a 

linear-by-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of 
the second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, 
is Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 
corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted 
residuals which are greater than 2 in each case.  
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Table 10: Estimates of the AM model for Scenario2 with NMAR mechanism and 50%                     
missing rate using CC, mode imputation , LOCF , KNNI and MI:  

 CC 
Mode 

imputation 
LOCF KNNI MI 

Intercept -  -  -  -  -  

Y12 -  -  -  -  -  

Y13 -  -  -  -  -  

Y22 -  -  -  -  -  

Y23 -  -  -  -  -  

Y32 -  -  -  -  -  

Y33 -  -  -  -  -  

Y42 -  -  -  -  -  

Y43 -  -  -  -  -  

Y1score:Y2score -     -  

Y1score:Y3score      

Y1score:Y4score      

Y2score:Y3score      

Y2score:Y4score      

Y3score:Y4score -  -  -  -   

CUT1      

CUT2      

RESPY2   -    

RESPY3   -    

RESPY4  -   -   

 

 

G2 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

W2 
 
 

 

 
 ( 0.9722 ) 

 

 
(0.7552 ) 

 

( 1 ) 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

(0.4475) 
 

(0.1351) 
 

(0.9998) 

 

 
( 0.1225) 

 

(0.0070) ) 
 

 
 ( 0.9996) 

 

 
(  0.2731) 

 

 
 ( 0.06741) 

 
 

 ( 0.9998) 
 

adj. resd. > 2      
 

Remark: Y12 Y44: the main effects association terms, Y1score:Y2score is a 

linear-by-linear association term, 1 = CUT1, 2 =CUT2, RESPY2 is the value of 
the second response in the marginal model, G2 is the likelihood ratio statistic, 
is Pearson's Score statistic, W2is generalized Wald statistic, (*) is the p-value 
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corresponding each test statistic and adj. resd are the number of adjusted 
residuals which are greater than 2 in each case.  

- Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this paper, a longitudinal study was considered with four points in time each 
with three levels, two levels of correlation structures and a total of 200 subjects. 
Two possible missing rates and five methods for handling MS were used to 
detect the effect of the methods for handling MS on the AM model.  In addition, 
three missing mechanisms were considered (that is, MCAR, MAR and NMAR). 
Based on the simulation results, we have reached the following important 
conclusions as displayed in table 11: 

 There is no one single method for handling MS, which is the best under all ـ
situations. 

 Also, it should be noted that the CC method concludes good imputation ـ
method with condition of small missing percentage and large sample size to 
improve its disadvantages. As Allison (2001) refers, CC method is not a bad 
method for handling missing data Thus, either with low or high missing 
rate and either with low or high correlation structure the CC method for 
handling MS leads to a significant AM model. 

 For MCAR with low missing rate, either with low or high correlation ـ
structure, LOCF was the best method for handling MS in the AM model, 
while KNNI was the worst method for handling MS in the AM model. Also, 
for MCAR with high missing rate and low correlation structure, the mode 
imputation method was the best one, while MI was the worst method. But 
for MCAR with high missing rate and high correlation structure, none of the 
methods leads to a significant AM model, where all the methods lead to non 
significant AM model.  

 For the MAR mechanism, the simulation results revealed that MI is the best ـ
method regardless of the missing rate and strength of the correlation structure 
between the points in time. Thus, for low or high correlation structure ,MI 
was the best method and KNNI  was the worst method for handling MS in 
the AM model 

 For NMAR, with low missing rate and low correlation structure, LOCF was ـ
the best method for handling MS in the AM model, while KNNI and MI 
were the worst methods for handling MS in the AM model. Also, for NMAR 
with low missing rate and high correlation structure, LOCF and MI were the 
best methods, while KNNI was the worst method. But for NMAR with high 
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missing rate and either low or high correlation structure, mode imputation 
was the best method and KNNI was the worst method. 

 :It should be noted that ـ

In 40% of the cases, LOCF was the best method, 

In 30% of the cases, mode imputation was the best method,  

In 20% of the cases, MI was the best method, 

In 10% of the cases, none of the methods leads to a significant AM model. 

Also, in 80% of the cases, KNNI was the worst method. 

Table 11: Results of the simulation study for each scenario:  

Scenario     Missing Mechanism      Missing Rate       Best Method    Worst Method 

 
(N=200, 

J=3, 
 

 
 

 
(N=200, 

J=3, 
 

 

MCAR 
MCAR 
MAR 
NMAR 
NMAR 

 
MCAR 
MCAR 
MAR 
NMAR 
NMAR 

 
 

--- 
 
 

 

 
 

---- 
 
 

LOCF 
mode imp. 

MI 
LOCF 

mode imp. 
 

LOCF 
 

MI 
LOCF, MI 
mode imp. 

KNNI 
MI 

KNNI 
KNNI, MI 

KNNI 
 

KNNI 
 

KNNI 
KNNI 
KNNI 
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